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The right needle point for every material

Name of the point and symbol with threading direction:

RS

R

RG

FFG

Sharp round point (fine)

Regular round point

Round point with small ball point

Light ball point

Standard for blind stitch (FST 101) and very
straight lockstitch seams in fine wovens and
Schiffli embroidery

Standard for lockstitch (FST 301); woven fabrics,
artificial leather, coated woven fabrics

Standard for chain stitch; for fine, delicate knit
fabrics, microfiber, woven fabrics, sewing buttons, embroidery and fine, soft clothing leather
(FST 401 and 406)

For general knit fabrics, woven fabrics made from
cotton and/or synthetic sewing fabric.

Application:
Blouses, fine skirts and trousers, curtains

Shirts, trousers, various types of garments

Shirts, trousers, various types of garments

T-shirts, underwear, fine sweaters

Other points:
R-SPI, S SET, SPI

SET, RD

STU, STUB, S BALL, SET RT

SES, L BALL, J Ball, SIN, NYR, BPL

Name of the point and symbol with threading direction:

FG

G

SKL

TR

Heavy ball point

Special ball point

Special ball point

For elastic or loose-knit fabrics or
sewing fabric with rubber or elastomer
content

For very coarse, highly elastic and
open structured sewing fabric

For warp fabrics with a high elastane
content

For Schiffli embroidery in open product
structure applications; Tulle made from
cotton and/or synthetic sewing fabric

Application:
Sweaters, lace, underwear, Schiffli embroidery

Sweaters, cardigans

Foundation garments, orthopaedic
clothes

Lace, drapes, tablecloths and napkins

Other points:
SUK, B Ball, M Ball, SI

SKF, H Ball, U BALL, Y BALL
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Medium ball point
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